
 
 
Project name:  St. John’s Daycare Expansion      5 May 2023 
600 Center Street Marion, TX 78124 
 
RFI-5 – CLARIFICATIONS TO SCOPE FOR BIDDING.  

This RFI addresses an additional bid line item; General Bldg Information, Several material 
substitutions, & Special Systems clarifications.   

 
**Note:  Please provide your included vendor proposal and cost for the video surveillance and 
access control solution.  The cost to be separately itemized in your bid***.   

 
A. Drawing & Specification revisions.  

See Attached LVT Flooring Type: FL1 Approved Substitution Cut Sheet from Daltile.   
 

B. Request for information: 

1. Soaring Phoenix Creative was specified as a source for the decorative light fixtures, and I was 
sent an email yesterday requesting information about the type JE light fixture.  According to 
the schedule on sheet ES02 the type JE light fixture is the same as type J with battery backup.  
The type J light is not available with battery backup. What is the solution to this issue? 

 
RESPONSE: We will not rely on the type “J” pendants in the nursery for emergency illumination. 
Instead, we will add a “frog eye” wall mounted emergency light fixture in the center of the 
room.  The MEP Engineer will include this in their next scheduled revision.  
 
In Clarifications – RFI-3 dated 4-25-2023 1b. states “Add emergency back up power to the 17 
outside wall lights (type AA). This fixture is not available with battery back. What is the 
solution to this issue? 
 
RESPONSE: The MEP Engineer will include the revised fixture type AA in their next scheduled 
revision. The New Fixture Type AA for bidding is:   

80 Watt Durado III Series LED Wall Pack Light with Emergency Battery Backup - 10,400 Lumens- 
High Efficiency 130 Lumen to Watt - 5000K Bright White - Replaces 250W HID - 100,000 Hour 
LED Wall Light - Commercial Grade Wall Pack LED - LED Wall Lighting 

The following questions reference current information either on or missing from the Specifications 
(No Div. 27 and the Special Systems Drawings (EP05 & EP06) 

TELCOM SYSTEM CLARIFICATION 

2. Are you looking for Rough-In only for the Data/Comm or a complete System? 
(a complete system is usually composed of cabling/jacks, Cabinet ((in this case most likely a all 
cabinet)), switches, and telephone board). 

3. If a complete system, where do you want the data/comm terminated? (No Main Distribution 
Frame (MDF) location shown on the drawings) 

4. If a complete system, what category cable do you desire? (Cat 5e, Cat6, Cat6A) 
5. If a complete system, what type of emergency phone will be installed in the 12 locations 

designated in RFI #4? Where do they terminate? Who will they connect to? 

24/7 DESIGN, PLLC 
605 Ridgecliff Drive, New Braunfels, Texas 78130 
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6. If a complete system, what type of cable do you desire for the outlet labeled TV? Coax? 
Copper? Both? 

 
RESPONSE: The Contractor shall provide conduit and outlet box ROUGH-IN ONLY for the 
Telephone System.  The proposed location of the telephone board is in the Utility Closet at the 
center of the building (The Same room as the main electric distribution panels).  The Telephone 
Jack locations are as indicated on EP05/EP06 redlines.  The Phone System hardware and its 
associated wiring will be installed by the Owner or added as a change order after contract award 
– so the hardware and Wiring is not required as scope to the GC Bid, just the rough-in.  
 

VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CLARIFICATION 
 

7. Are there any designers or customer provided specifications on the video management system 
or camera manufacturer? 

8. Are there any designer or customer provided specifications on the Access control system and 
intrusion detection system manufacturer? 

9. Will any of the access control, cctv, or intrusion tie into any existing systems? 
10. There are different camera symbols used, however they are not referenced in the symbol and 

abbreviation legend. Can you provide specifications? 
11. There is a symbol of a rectangle with CM inside of it. I  do not see the referenced in the symbol 

list. Can you identify what is being called out? 
12. Would the customer consider a 360 or multi sensor camera in the classrooms to provide a 

lower bandwidth requirement on their network and cost savings solution? 
 

RESPONSE: The Contractor shall utilize either of the approved Video Surveillance and Access 
Control Vendor’s - turnkey Solutions (Security 101 or Enders Services).  Please provide the 
proposed solution and cost as a separate line item in your bid – so we can address proposed 
alternatives/adjustments to this scope item in line-item detail – after contract award.      
 
The Symbol CM on the Special Systems plans refers to a Carbon Monoxide Detector.  

 
ADDITIONAL GENERAL BUILDING INFORMATION CLARIFICATIONS 
 

13. On the renderings it shows stairs. Is there a 2nd floor on this building ?  
RESPONSE: There is no second story and no Stairs.  

 
14. To confirm the existing roof is to remain and the only new roof is what we will be putting up. 

RESPONSE: Yes the existing roof is to remain on the portion of the building that is not 
demolished. The new additions are to have the roofs match the existing roof.   

15. Please confirm the SF of the existing building  
RESPONSE: SF of Existing building to remain is ~3600 SF 
 

16. Please Confirm the Sf of new building. 
RESPONSE: SF of the New Addition(s) is ~8078 SF 
 

17. The structural scales are not correct please confirm thank you.  
RESPONSE: The Scale used for the Structural Plans is 3/16” = 1’-0”.  
 



18. On the existing roof there is hail damage do we leave this out of the warranty, roofers will not 
want to warranty this roof, also since we are attaching to the new roof does this waive your 
existing warranty on this roof ?  
RESPONSE: The roofer will only have to warranty the work that they complete. 

C. Scope Clarifications: 

1. LVT FLOORING (FL1) SUBSTITUTION: 

Please Note that the LVT Flooring Type FL1 – Daltile “Langton Winter Oak” has an acceptable 
alternative substitution as Daltile “Adventuro: Explorer AD36”.  

 
Mark Stuart Architect  
24/7 Design, PLLC    
Phone: 830-557-4444 
Cell: 830-237-7639 
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Cover photo features Arc 6 x 48 plank.
Above photo features Compass 6 x 48 plank.

4.5 mm | 12 Mil

ADVENTURO™

RIGID CLICK

ADVENTURE AWAITS
Experience a premier luxury vinyl floor with the captivating wood tones 
available in Adventuro™. Unmatched in design and technology, this ultra 
durable, rigid core plank leads to a superior floor that clicks together with ease 
and speed.

Cascading in design, these wood looks provide high-graphic variation and 
texture alongside enhanced performance and quick Uniclic® locking 
installation. Excellent thermal insulation and superior sound attenuation are 
just a few of the perks of this high-performing product.  

BRILLIANT DESIGN

 - 6" x 48" wood look planks
 - 12 adventurous colors
 - Textured surface for realistic look and feel
 - HD design with medium and high-variation
 - Multi-layer SPC rigid core with Uniclic® Locking System
 - Built-in solid IXPE underlayment pad that resists mold and mildew 
 - 4.5 mm Thickness

TOP-RANK DURABILITY

 - SuperGuard™ Technology 12 Mil wear layer for heavy foot traffic
 - 100% Waterproof
 - 100% Virgin Vinyl
 - 7 Year light commercial warranty 
 - 30 Year residential warranty 



SIZES:

6 x 48 
Plank

4.5 mm | 12 Mil

ADVENTURO™

RIGID CLICK

6 x 48 WOOD LOOK PLANKS
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7834 C.F. Hawn Freeway,
Dallas, Texas 75217  |  1.800.933.TILE

To view the complete collection of 
Daltile® products and information, 
visit our website at daltile.com/LVF ©2022 Dal-Tile Corporation   (9/22) 

4.5 mm | 12 Mil

ADVENTURO™

RIGID CLICK

SPECIFICATIONS
Product Type: SPC Rigid Core LVF

Installation: Click

Thickness: 4.5 mm

Wear Layer: 12 Mil (0.3048 mm)

Finish: SuperGuard™ Technology

Size: 6" W x 48" L Plank

Underlayment: Pad Attached; 1.0 mm IXPE Closed Cell

Bevel: Micro-Bevel

Plank Variation: 6 Unique Planks

Sq. Ft./Carton: 32.15

Pieces/Carton: 16

Weight 2.80 lbs per pc / 45.74 lbs per carton  

Installation 
Advisory:

Adventuro™ click LVF uses Uniclic®  
Locking System; no adhesive required. See 
daltile.com/LVF for more recommended 
installation information.

Transitions: Click LVF transitions are offered in a
Vinyl 4-in-1, Flush Mount Vinyl Stair Cap
and Overlap Vinyl Stair Nose. Can be
installed with or without underlayment,
when total installation is 8.0 mm or less.
See daltile.com/LVF for more information.

Warranty: Limited 7 Year Light Commercial Warranty 
Limited 30 Year Residential Warranty

NOTES
See daltile.com/LVF for recommended installation and care guidelines

PERFORMANCE & CHARACTERISTICS

Construction: Commercial Grade Luxury Vinyl Flooring; 
100% Virgin Vinyl

Classification: ASTM F1700 - Class III, Type A - Smooth, 
Type B - Embossed

Squareness: ASTM F2421 - Passes - ±0.010" max

Size and Tolerance: ASTM F2421 - Passes - ±0.016 in. / linear foot

Thickness: ASTM F386 - Passes - ±0.13 mm

Flexibility: ASTM F137 - Passes - 1" mandrel

Dimensional Stability: ASTM F2199 - Passes - < 0.25% / linear foot

Static Load Limit: ASTM F970 - Passes, Test to Limit (+0.005")

Residual Indentation: ASTM F1914 - Passes - Average < 8.0%

Resistance To Chemicals: ASTM F925 - Passes - < 1 Slight Change

Resistance To Light: ASTM F1515 - Passes - ΔE ≤ 8

Resistance To Heat: ASTM F1514 - Passes - ΔE ≤ 8



ADVENTURO™

RIGID CLICK TRANSITIONS

©2022 Dal-Tile Corporation   (9/22) 

Overlap Stair Nose

Creates a transition to the edge of the 
step by overlapping the flooring  

on the back end instead  
of being flush.

Vinyl Stair Cap

Creates a smooth and flush finish on  
the edges of steps by using the same 

vinyl flooring plank to ensure  
a corresponding color and texture.

4-in-1 Transition

Performance Accessories' exclusive  
4-in-1 transition allows you 
 to utilize a single transition  

for four different applications.

EACH OF THE BELOW ARE ACHIEVED VIA THE V4IN1 TRANSITION (SHOWN ABOVE)

T-Molding

Used to transition between 
flooring of equal heights  

and in doorways. 

Hard Surface Reducer

Connects two floors of  
different heights. 

End Molding

Created a smooth and flush  
finish on the edges of steps  

where the flooring meets  
the transition.

Carpet Transition

Provides a smooth transition 
between your hard surface  

floor and carpet. 

Three trims and moldings that are designed to coordinate wiyth each of our existing colors within the collection. 

 - VSNP Overlap Stair Nose (2" x 79")
 - VSCAP Flush-Mount Vinyl Stair Cap (2-3/4" x 44")
 - V4IN1 Four Unique Trims and mouldings in one single SKU (2" x 79")

    (T-Molding, Hard Surface Reducer, Carpet Transition, End Molding)
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